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Edgewood Robotics Invitational 
Challenge ERIC 2017: 

“PATHFINDER” 

PATHFINDER Scenario: 

A Message from Edgewood Career and Technical Education Director “A.L.”   

“Unfortunately, some of your friends/classmates are trapped in the distractions 
of texting, social media, and digital gaming. Your help is needed to motivate 
them to participate in determining their own future!  I challenge Pathfinder  
teams to organize and create a robotic system that will target students in need, 
educate those students on the different career endorsements and pathways, 
document their experiences, and ultimately put them on a pathway to future 
employment!”  
 
“Teams, I ask you, What is your Career Pathway?” 

Each Pathfinder team will employ a coach, a minimum of two career path 
technicians and one robot.  In addition to completing the game objectives, your 
team will have up to 4 minutes to present (without technology) to a CTE 
representative on the plan, design, build and program necessary to achieve the 
Pathfinder game objectives (your coach will not be present during debriefing). 
Your operations journal (kept in ink only/no pencils) must be present during 
your presentation to the CTE representative for review. 

If your team proves to be effective, awards and recognition will follow. 
Successful teams may receive recognition for both the arena objectives and 
presentation.  
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ERIC 2017 PATHFINDER 
Objectives: 
 

 

1-Free students “Edge and Wood” from the traps of Social Media and Video Games:	
Two cones are concealing students Edge and Wood.  Have the robot knock over the cones and retrieve Edge and/or 

Wood to the Player Zone before other tasks are attempted. (25 pts each) 

*at least one mini-fig must be retrieved to Player Zone first before other tasks are completed 

 

 

 

 

2-Educate Students about the different endorsements: 	

Robots will deliver the endorsement majors from the Player Zone, to the correct endorsement location (50pts each). 

*disks must be completely in the colored box “bin” area 

 

 

 

 

 

Students	in	need! 
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3-Students Choose Endorsements:  	

The robot will place a student on their chosen Endorsement “bin” (100 pts each).		

*Edge	or	Wood	must	be	on	top	of	the	yellow	or	black		bin,		not	leaning	on	wall	

	

4-Collecting Diploma with Endorsements: 	
Students have earned a diploma with endorsements.  Have the robot collect their diplomas from the four PVC 

diploma holders, and return them to Player Zone (50 points each) or attach them to the students resume and deliver 

to the job fair (100 points each) 

*PVC must remain Velcroed to matt, for the diploma to count. 

5-Documenting “Hands on” Tasks:  	
Students gain hands on experience through clubs/student organizations, volunteer hours, internships and high school 

transcripts.  Have the robot collect the four hands on activities and bring them to the Player Zone (20 pts each) or 

attach them to the student resume and deliver to the college/career fair before the end of the match (50 pts each)	 

 

Does	not	score	Scores!	

Scores	50 

Does	not	score	
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6-Build a Resumé and Go to the Job/ Career Fair:  	
Create and have the robot deliver a resumé  that contain at least one diploma with endorsement (100 pts each), at 

least one “hands on task” (50 pts each) and one student (150 pts) to the Job/ Career fair area.  

* must be built from legos and/ or acceptable items 

* must have all three items per resume to score , one person per resume (no exceptions) 

* items cannot touch the matt 

*resumé(s) must fit on the EW, between the line above and below EDGEWOOD  

*multiple resumes can touch but cannot be locked/ attached to each other. 

 

7- Close/Seal the Traps  
After saving Edge and/ or Wood, we need to be responsible and return the traps (cones) to the original spot that 

they came from, sealing the trap, so that no one else will get caught in them.  Cones in base can be hand placed 

by technician drivers for no score.  Cones in robot zone cannot be touched 

*20 pts each for cones delivered by robot power 
*0 pts for cones delivered by human power ; cones in player zone/ base only 

*-10 points if not replaced by end of match 
*cone must break all 4 planes of orange square on matt 
*cones in robot zone cannot be touched by drivers/ technicians 
   

 

 

 

 

8- Reporting the Data 
Park your robot in the Edgewood robotics symbol, where it will upload its data to the Pathfinder project 

database for review by CTE Director A.L. (60pts)  

*robot must be completely in the Edgewood Robotics Logo 

	

Location	of	Job/Career	Fair Person+	Diploma	+Experience=Score	


